home theater system
Whether you want a theater system with ceiling drop-down plasma
HD screens, automated curtains, acoustic panels, and self-dimming lights,
or you simply desire an upgrade from your television’s inadequate
factory-installed audio, Marchand Technologies will customize a system
that fits your needs.
We understand that design is important. How the equipment fits and looks
in your home is equally important to how it functions. Consolidating
traditionally bulky devices, such as flush mounting speakers, implementing a
universal remote, and tucking away modern components will reduce clutter
and help the equipment seamlessly meld into your home’s decor.

“Marchand Technologies
took the time to go over the
immense options on the
home entertainment front
and came up with a system
that not only fit our budget,
but that fit snuggly in our

A properly installed, state-of-the-art system can do the following:
• Boost your home’s resale value
• Decrease the clutter in your home
• Impress potential clients and recruits
• Increase the quality of your leisure time
Marchand Technologies technicians are trained to familiarize themselves
with state-of-the-art equipment long before it becomes mainstream and
will walk you through the myriad of options before connecting a wire. Our
experts thoroughly conceptualize the design of your home theater system,
because even the best equipment will perform sub-optimally without formal
environmental planning and calibration.

home.”
-Bryan Kramer

Home entertainment system options include:
• Flat Screen/Plasma/HDTV
• Networked gaming
• DSL & Cable
• Broadband enhancements
• State of the art audio equipment
• Speakers, hardware and other types of systems
Contact us today to see how an investment in a home theater system
installed by Marchand Technologies will allow you to live a life of leisure that
exceeds your expectations.
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